ISSUE SIX
into power yet being
masked street demos no
humiliated at the ballot box matter what the message,
time after time. They think
they will not vote for the
street demonstrations actually much discredited nationalist
work even after the demise of parties, we have to tackle this
the EDL and the proscription in a different way, in a 21st
of NA. A tiny group of masked century way, it will take
men surrounded by the police dedication, discipline and
The winds of change are is no revolution.
direction, it will take a new
blowing across Europe,
breed for a new century, it
Our revolution is already
the political elite are
underway, we have people on will take the New British
beginning to drown in
parish and community as well Union.
their own liberal
as County councils. Two
propaganda. Truth is like a
members are sitting on the GARY RAIKES
shaft of light cutting through
National Youth Parliament.
decades of darkness and lies.
This has been done covertly
There is an awakening but
to avoid the attention of the
unless we harness that
political elites paid lackeys as
awakening properly it will be
well as those suffering from
wasted. There will be no
the sickness of liberalism. The
western spring in Britain, no
people who call for us to
revolution on the streets it is
name these members and
simply not the British way. We
where they are need to look
have to get our people into
up the word ‘covert’ we will
town halls and council
not expose our members just
chambers, we have to effect
to prove that they exist to
the decision making at a
people of low intelligence and
grass roots level. You cannot
of no importance.
kill weeds by cutting the
Fascist leadership, discipline,
heads off you have to pull
order and authority can save
them out by the roots.
the patriotic movement, an
Nationalism is stifled by the
end to petty infighting and
dead hand of the old guard
aimless leaderships. The
who are unable or unwilling
decent law-abiding people of
to change convinced that the
Britain will take no notice of
people are going to vote them
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politics and social aspects of forged close links to Fascism.
society. Unemployment rose You may be asking, why is
to an astonishing figure of 3.5 this of importance? It is of
million people in 1932 and
paramount importance. His
Britain's global trade fell by marriage to Diana Mitford,
almost half, between the
linked him directly to Unity
years 1929 and 1933. Fascism Valkyrie Mitford, her sister.
often occurs in times of
Unity Mitford was a
turmoil, this is definitely
passionate Fascist, she
evident with Mosley and also became friends with Adolf
with Hitler, who rejuvenated Hitler at the age of 19 and
Germany, reducing
throughout her life up until
unemployment and attacking 1940 she was in Hitler's inner
the despised Treaty of
circle, and attended the
Versailles, a treaty which even Nuremberg rallies, and official
Sir Oswald Ernald Mosley
Lloyd-George thought was too party events. Mosley admired
harsh, reviving the identity of how passionate Unity was
(1896-1980)
Germany. A more modern
about Fascism, but he
“His legacy lives on!”
example can be found in
deemed her as a liability, and
Sir Oswald Ernald Mosley, an Greece. The infamous fascist essentially discarded her.
English baronet and avid
party, known as “Golden
Generally, the upper class
Fascist, founded the “British Dawn” is currently the third favoured Fascism and found it
Union of Fascists” (BUF) in
most popular party in Greece, appealing, it acted as a buffer
1932, a year before Adolf
and it is highly probable that against the disease that is
Hitler would become
they will become the
Communism, a hated ideology
Chancellor of Germany, a man governing force. Presently at in Britain, safeguarding their
who Mosley admired.
this time, Greece is in
interests and status in society.
However, the BUF was
disarray, this was similar to Sir Mosley frequently
dissolved in 1940 and Oswald the state of Britain during the
mentioned that we, the
was interned during the
late 20s to early 30s, a
British people, have a “flame”
Second World War. It is
country which had to combat and that we should “guard
important to understand
the rise in unemployment, the that flame”. This flame still
some context in regards to
fall of industrial output, and lives on today. If it did not live
the BUF. During the 1930s,
general social discontent.
on, then the “New British
Britain was in a fragile state, These factors led to the birth
Union of Fascists” would not
it's economic sphere was
of Mosley's party, a party
exist, and support for our
desecrated. The First World who's ideology was practical
cause would be non-existent.
War, a war in which Mosley and a party who's ideology
This is not the case, support
fought in, had drained Britain held the nation at its heart.
for our party has increased
of her resources, however the
Sir Mosley was firstly married and will continue to increase.
primary factor for her weak
to Viceroy Curzon's daughter, In an interview in 1967,
position was the Great
Cynthia. He married,
Mosley stated that his party
Depression of 1929,
secondly, Diana Mitford, an was not in a state to take
commonly known as the Wall
aristocrat, and one of the six power at that time. The
Street Crash, which had a
eccentric and notorious
twenty first century is a time
global affect, and had a
Mitford sisters. This marriage for us, a time for what the
profound influence on British
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people want, a time for unity
and a time for Fascism. We
will be ready, we will be in a
state to obtain power and we
will combat our nation's
problems.
My last line that I leave you
with, “guard that sacred
flame, my brother
Blackshirts.” His legacy lives
on, the time is now!

MITFORD

action. We view history as a wins the day the hatelong striving to this high
mongers will no longer be
purpose. For those who
able to stir brother against
demand a definition of truth brother. If some in ignorance
the answer is, that truth is
laugh at love, we can only say
not to be confused in one
“without love, brotherhood is
word, one man, one nation, merely a word”.
or one continent. Each and
everyone has their own view Let all in Europe who have
of truth, be they warrior or
fought inspired by love of
worker, artist or navvy. Some, country, unite and love their
the leaders have a wider view continent with it’s 3000 years
than the rest. Others fear
of culture, not a European
truth, such men deserve not super-state but a family of
hatred, but pity, for they have nations and their long and
painful striving towards a
fuller and finer expression of
truth. Let us waste no energy
on anger towards those who
have no feeling for this idea,
they deserve pity. If any who
actively and wilfully attack
this idea they will reap as
they have sown. The light
ever conquers darkness such
is a principle in nature.

United in brotherhood Europe
will weather the coming
storm. The time is short, and
those who have a sense of
duty to the future must steel
themselves for this, the
mightiest task that ever
challenged the soul of man.
History bears witness to the
heroism of those in all walks
of life who froze, burned,
starved in the service of truth.
A Fascist Brotherhood turned their backs to the light This present tear and blood
and fear their own shadows. stained chapter shall end with
the words; “It was not in
Ours is a creed of union not
Our message to a suffering vain.”
division. We are a body of
people in search of truth, and continent is to restore love of
our fellow men to a hate
we seek to create a social
racked world. The enemies of
organism which will allow
mankind to express truth in truth fear love, for when love
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They want you to waste time,
I wish you and your family a
money and energy fighting
very Merry Christmas sir and
elections you cannot win,
a happy new year
they control the ballot box
through the media, they
H Ducard
control your image on the
….......
streets, and while they may
laugh we know that they
Heres to you and the future of
secretly fear us, they cannot
British fascism sir
fight what they cannot see!
Klaus Henrich Röhm
You cannot stop an idea
..........
whose time has come and our
has come! The quiet
HAVE YOUR SAY time
revolution moves forward at a Very well written Gary and
wishing you a Merry
quickening pace
Christmas also. It is good we
I would like to wish you and
Gary Raikes - NBU Leader
know we have a leader such
your loved ones a very merry
as yourself who understand
Christmas and thank you for
the full picture and know
your support.
Dear
Gary
which direction to lead us.
We are now heading into our
Thank you for all your
sixth year and stronger than
Comrade
I'd
like
to
wish
you
leadership and support since I
ever. the more we are
and yours a Merry Christmas. joined the NBU.
attacked the more we grow,
I'm cheffing these days and
the more they try to silence
don't get a lot of time off. 12 Chris Bacon
us the louder we roar. We
hr shifts are the norm.
have members covertly sitting All the best for 2017.
on Parish, Community and
Thank you Gary, hope you
local councils as well as the Hail Britannia.
have a wonderful holiday
national Youth parliament.
season as well.
…......
Our people are on
Yes, I think we are beginning
committees, school councils, Many thanks for your
and all sorts of local groups. greetings which I wish to you to see a shift in world
consciousness, particularly
In time our influence will be as well!
being expressed in the UK,
felt at a grass root level
USA, Greece, and Italy.
building solid foundations for
Granville
V
Stone,
People have simply gotten
the future of Fascism in
Sleetmoor,
Derbyshire.
tired of the BS, and the
Britain.
…........
failures of the current mental
This worries the
attitudes which rule in the
establishment more than any Thank you so much,I hope
form of "political correctness."
march or demo ever will, they that the next year will be full And none too soon! Is there
want you to take to the
of victories for you and your still time to save this world? I
streets where they know who whole family.
hope so. Let that hope carry
you are and what you are
us all through the new year.
doing so they can easily
humberto hernandez
round you up at any time!
bueno
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Dear Chairman,
Thanks very much for all you
put in. Merry Christmas and
on to an even more
successful new year!

Religious freedom is
visible in Assad's Syria.

I have got onto my Parish
council and found out straight
away that Gary was right. He
Muslim terrorists are in the
said these councils were full
news again from many
of liberal do-gooders and
countries, including Germany, mine certainly is. The council
Sincerely,
England and Australia.
is made up of people who
Alan Gingles
Somehow it seems worse at seem only able to concentrate
...........
Christmas, a time of peace
on trifles and tow the political
and goodwill. However one correct line on everything! I
Many thanks for your
news report, including a
have had the pleasure of
Christmas message which I photograph, in the Daily Mail throwing a spanner in the
reciprocate to yourself and
on 22nd December really
works on various occasions
your family.Very difficult times cheered me up.
and a couple of members
lie ahead, not only in Britain For the first time in years the have started to support me
but the wider world, and
Christian minority in Aleppo, now. I am going to stand for
principally caused by the
recently liberated by Presidentthe chairman’s role when it
monster in the United States Bashar al-Assad's troops
comes up later in the new
who has no intention of
celebrated Christmas in
year then I will be able to
going. I think Christmas will freedom.
make a real difference!
be a time for earnest prayer Surrounded by decorations
this year.
hundreds of families gathered Martin . T
round a giant Christmas tree
Best wishes
as it lit up their town square.
Balconies were decorated
Geoffrey Brooks
with Syrian and Russian flags
...........
and other banners featured
President Assad and Russian
God bless you and your family
President Vladimir Putin.
sir, have a good one from
It must be remembered that
Loyalist Northern Ireland.
in Syria under Assad's Alawite
FGAU.
Muslim government
….......
Christians, Jews and other
Muslim sects including Sunnis
Merry Christmas and best
are alllowd freedom of
wishes for success from
worship. As I understand it
Greece.
this is the only Muslim
Your sucess in Britain,will be
country where this happens
success for the movement all
and - yet Western
over Europe.
governments threaten this
Yes our time has come,I
state whilst turning a blind
agree.
eye to places like Saudi
Until victory.
Arabia where churches cannot
be built.
Sieg Heil.
Alkibiades Kleiniou
Granville V Stone
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Our politicians have done
everything in their power
to crush in British hearts
the national spirit of
Britain. The cultivation of
British patriotism has been
discouraged by the political
elite, its expression sneered
at, and in many cases
forbidden in the nation’s
schools. Britain has
deliberately sunk herself in
her own esteem, in her own
pride. This criminal selfeffacement is at the root of
the peril of Britain during this
uncertain time. The traitors
who gamble for their own
hand in politics who put the
outworn cry of party before
the war cry of Country have
much to answer for.

power, a vote catching
chance, an opportunity to
wave the Union Flag in order
to hide the three brass balls
behind it.

themselves. You have taught
us that it is wrong for the
destitute to steal in order to
live.

Your creed is based on the
Let us examine the legacy
survival of the slickest. It
that you leave us, let us recall does not interest you that in
what debt of gratitude we
the battle for supremacy a
owe politicians.
thousand men may be
exploited for the enrichment
of one. To you labour is just
another commodity to be
bought in the cheapest
market and scrapped when it
comes to be profitable.

You have given us an IDEAL.
Virile creeds for which to
fight, beliefs that are worth
our sacrifice. Your
You have given us
Conservative party has
PROSPERITY. We have been nothing left to conserve but
If it is possible to pierce for
taught that all men are equal. the profits of alien usury. The
one moment the thick hide of
You have made it so. To the land it was sworn to protect
your hypocrisy, this broadcast
idle rich you have added the has gone to waste. Your
will have served its purpose.
idle poor. You have allowed Socialist Party has forgotten
An appeal to ideas, a plea in
the craftsmen, who took pride its socialist roots. The once
the cause of justice and
in their work, to become as great Liberal Party reduced
common-sense would leave
unfamiliar with toil as the
through its lies to fringe
you unmoved. But a threat to
political elite of Westminster. status. You have been
your own precious skin will
But you have added the extra constant in only one thing,
earn an immediate response.
insult of denying them the
your materialism. Whether it
It is odd that you should be
very means by which to live, is the materialism of the
so concerned over your own
you have not merely thrown money lender or the
skin when you have been so
them out of work you have materialism of Marx, it must
singularly uninterested in the
imported cheap labour to
clash with any creed that
fate of better folk than
replace them, you have
rates the worker as higher
yourselves.
denied them the right to
than a mere cog in the
work, the right to human
industrial machine.
On-going wars are merely
dignity.
another field for your
And now realising that a new
profiteering, for mouthing
You have given us JUSTICE. generation of voters
sickening platitudes and
You have taught us it is right constitute a threat to your
cheap lies, while better men
for the speculator to gamble system you are prepared to
than you were killing and
in the peoples vital supplies, go to any length to shore up
being killed to keep you in
in order to make profits for its collapse. You appease our
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enemy while oppressing
British Patriots, and to advert
the end of your reign you are
even willing to once again
send our people into the hell
of another European war.

was converting member after
member in this House to his
views”.
George Bernard Shaw , “a
very interesting man to read”
because he was “writing and
thinking about real things-he
keeps hard down on the
actual situation”.

But you are too late; the
generation reared on
disillusion that has learnt to
distrust everything has also
learnt to distrust the political
Daily Herald , “has the
class. The workers you have
Churchillian brilliancy in
sought to divide will come
debate-and much besides…
together with the purpose of
close reasoning-original
destroying you. The men on
thinking-economic and
Many
falsehoods
are
the dole, the men sweating in
historical knowledge-wise
spoke about Mosley by
industrial hell holes on
idealism and high sense of
both
left
and
right,
the
minimum wages, the men
moral responsibility”.
establishment
ridicule
fighting your illegal wars, the
Mosley but it hasn’t
men who have seen this
Sunday Express , “Sir
always
be
so,
here
are
country sink into a
Oswald Mosley is a very
multicultural morass of crime just a few quotes taken
powerful figure in public life.
from
the
hundreds
that
and hatred. In trying to
He will prove the stuff of
can
be
found
praising
him.
deceive us you have deceived
which Prime Ministers are
yourselves. The war you are
made of”.
Lloyd
George,
“We
have
interested in us fighting is not
the war we want to fight; it is listened to a very remarkable
and powerful speech”.
a war against you and the
system you stand for, a
disciplined insurrection, it is Winston Churchill , “A very
remarkable speech and
the British Fascist
admirable in every way”.
revolutionary war that we
intend to wage. People not
Ramsay MacDonald ,
politicians will change this
“great ability-brilliance in
country.
debate-comprehensive grasp
of every phase of politics” and
GARY RAIKES
“ a man who has all the
qualities of a great leader and
the capacity for brilliant
service”.
Josiah Wedgwood MP ,
“We have listened to one of
the most eloquent speeches
ever heard in the house-he
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Fascism properly
understood and applied
will be the salvation of
Britain and will probably
prove to be the only hope
for perhaps the whole of
Western Civilisation.

around and talk, lowering
Britains prestige, whittling
away her power and leading
the nation ever nearer to
disaster, affairs at home
become steadily worse and
no-one knows where the
sorry business will end.

It has been some time since I
became convinced of this fact Fascism with its plan for a
and since then I have been Corporate State is the only
waiting and longing for the
solution of modern problems,
man who would give us the but this fact has got to be
lead we needed. Gary Raikes much more widely realised
has done so, but so
and the ranks of the NBU
completely has he been
have got to be filled. I have
misrepresented that I have added one to the numbers by
only recently discovered there joining myself. The cost to all
now exists a movement which who support the movement,
is really Fascist and which
as Gary has said, is likely to
deserves the support of every be intellectual and social
intelligent man who cares
ostracism and public ridicule
anything for the prosperity of at the least. But this is small
Britain.
compared with the ultimate
benefit to the State and
The record of every
therefore to the individual.
government of recent years
has been one of
I for one am proud to be part
incompetence and dishonour. of NBU and pledge my loyalty
Every major problem they
to the movement and its
have tackled they have
leader, discipline, dedication,
messed up and their leaders direction!
chief fame will probably rest
upon the avidity with which James Stark
they trot about the world
taking part in what – for the
pleasure caused to the
participants and the harm
done to everyone else by
intrigue and back-stabbing –
might aptly be called
International Mothers
Meetings!
Whilst our political elite fool
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have a continual barrage of
propaganda against German
atrocities and scarcely a word
about the far greater crimes
carried out in Communist
Russia?
Are the French still being
blamed for the atrocities
committed during the French
Revolution or the British for
Most war crimes are only everything of this kind which similar things in Cyprus, India
a question of necessity,
was done by any German in and Kenya?
opportunity and degree. the Second World War. It is
The sense of necessity arises suggested that these things Why then alone of all the
more easily in the fury of
were proved to be done on tragic events of history
certain incidents in the dark
defeat, opportunity for the
the deliberate order of the
bestial minority in all peoples Government, and on a scale days of German concentration
occurs more easily in the
which put them altogether in camps during the final frenzy
of an agonising defeat in a
chaos of a disintegrating
a different category from
world holocaust is
society, and the degree is
anything done elsewhere.
propaganda still being used to
greater in such conditions
When the proofs of
because it is easier to do
Nuremberg are mentioned, foster hatred and artificially
maintain the divisions of
more horrible things than
the necessary comment is
usual without being noticed. surely that no proof can be peoples whom every natural
finally accepted by history if it instinct and mutal interest
It should surely be enough to comes from courts in which should unite?
cleanse the air of Europe for the accuser is also judge and
us all to admit that all are in jury in his own case. Before The answer is, surely, that
communism and its conscious
some degree guilty, that in
these facts are established
this matter there is no
beyond doubt, they must be and unconscious allies, more
immaculate state. The best examined afresh in entirely sinister in many respects than
communism itself, because
anyone can claim is that he is neutral courts, and such a
less bad than the rest,and he court should be competent to they remain concealed, have
a paramount interest in
would be better engaged in enquire not only into
perpetuating the divisions of
resolving to prevent the
atrocities committed by
a united Europe.
recurrence of things that
Germans, but into the
shame us all, events which
shameful deeds of all.
GARY RAIKES
have been a disgrace to the
whole of Europe.
Were the German atrocities in
time of war even comparable
It is a curious thing that the in scale or degree with the
only atrocity stories which are atrocities which the Russian
systematically kept alive are Government ordered in time
those best calculated to keep of peace? Why then, do we
Europe devided, namely,
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As a parent of a
Teachers with the backing of casually, it may be that we
Secondary school pupil I a horde of red lecturers and will fight in vain for a Greater
have already met the
professors in the training
Britain.
menace of the spiritual
colleges the Marxists find
The education of our children
poison that is daily being their work easy in face of
must be clean and christian,
instilled into the minds of unorganised resentment.
and, above all, it must be
our children while in
there are many in the
British!
school. It is useless to
teaching profession who do
deny that there are
not agree with the Marxists, IAN JONES
hundreds of red teachers, but they are only occasionally
even avowed communists, united in conference and
who openly boast of their committee by a common
tactics in the classroom. it feeling of resentment against
is these tactics that
the increasing prestige of the
engage alarm, since, at
Red groups over
present, there is no
administration and
effective opposition to
organisational affairs. Their
their progress.
enemies exploit their lack of
it is not enough to continue unity to install fellow marxists
our battles in cyber space and into every position of power
on the streets. If we desire to and influence.
create an enduring creed we In the torch of fascism
must plant the seeds of our teachers are beginning to see
faith in the garden of the
the hope they have despaired
future. the minds of our
of, the leadership democracy
children must be cultivated
has denied them. they look to
accordingly.
fascism to give the unity to
On the staff of very many
resist their enemy,
schools at least one red
organisation to give voice to
extremist will show their
their resistance, and
hand. Invariably, these
leadership to carry them to
minions do not waste any
victory.
time in asserting their marxist It is the duty of teachers to
intentions. they are confident preserve the heritage of the
enough to flout them in the past, it is a sacred duty to
faces of their colleagues.
hand it on to our children,
history and modern studies enriched and supplemented
hour give them scope for
by the wisdom of their own
what they please. The heroes experience. We must give due
of our nation are libelled and attention to the children, the
discredited, one teacher
citizens of the future. For
informed me that they would they, and their children after
undo in three weeks all the them will be instrumental in
'rubbish' that children had
building up the Britain that is
been taught about British
to be. if we neglect that duty,
glory.
or if we continue to regard it
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As we have stated in the get their voices heard.
past fighting elections
Unfortunately the same thing
that you have no chance is happening, after years the A decision of the
of winning is counter
EDL has achieved nothing, all Employment Appeal
productive, it brings
their marches have changed tribunal in 2010 observed
disillusionment,
nothing, “this system will
that while support of a
disappointment and
bend but not break, the
political party might not
recrimination as your
establishment channels every be protected, “belief in a
members play the blame
threat you make”
political philosophy or
game called whose fault was
doctrine’ could be.
it that you were so
New British Union is different, The judge indicated that the
humiliated.
we believe that the way
protection would be subject
Then there is the cost in
forward is through education, to satisfying five criteria.
national elections, £500 per building support away from
candidate which without
the spotlight of sham
1/ The belief must be
polling a certain percentage is democracy. Build a Blackshirt genuinely held.
lost, all the small parties (and community where we support 2/ It must be a belief, not an
now thankfully that includes each other, we buy and sell opinion or viewpoint based on
the liberals) will lose
from each other. A disciplined the present state of
thousands of pounds that
loyal movement that has
information available
could have been spent in so integrity and honour, a
3/ It must be a belief as to a
many more productive ways fellowship that lives by the
weighty or substantial aspect
to promote their parties to
fascist principles in thought of human life and behaviour.
the public.
and in deed.
4/ It must have a certain level
Lets look at the history of
The time to fight elections will of cogency, seriousness,
both the NF and BNP over
come, but it will be when we cohesion and importance.
decades of fighting elections are ready and not before.
5/ It must be worthy of
they both have not a single Voting at this time is a waste respect in a democratic
elected member of any
no matter who you cast your society and not be
parliament or even any
vote for, NBU will not play the incompatable with human
council seat in Britain.
establishments game we
dignity or with the
Yet membership of these two suggest you simply write
fundamental rights of others.
parties over the years runs
‘Fascism next time’ across
into hundreds of thousands of your ballot paper, lets put our Applying these criteria to a
patriots, over a million people energy, time and money into belief in Fascism it is possible
voted BNP in the 2009
promoting the truth of British to argue that such a belief
European Elections, these
Fascism to our embattled
could be protected under the
people are still out there they people, an idea whose time Equality Act. That would
just no longer waste their
has come, one person at a
mean that any detriment
vote on parties that will not time, one street at a time,
suffered by an employee as a
win. A sort of election catch one village, one City, one
result of the belief could
22 situation exists.
County at a time our message amount to unlawful
The mass of patriots are sick will spread throughout the
discrimination.
of broken promises and
United Kingdom, Hail
political failure and have
Britannia.
moved towards street
movements in an attempt to GARY RAIKES
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If National Action has indeed getting themselves banned, Having a vile ideology –
endorsed the despicable
they have succeeded in
always a subjective judgment
murder of Jo Cox MP, it
emboldening the Government – is not a ground for
deserves to be proscribed. A to make the first banning
proscription in law. She
slogan: “Death to traitors;
order of an ostensibly
should have restricted herself
freedom for Britain,” we are nationalist organisation,
to detailing activities of the
told, appears on National
which might so easily be
group that, she says, are
Action’s website and the same followed by a second and a supportive of terrorism.
words are said to have been third of quite innocent
Making comments about the
used by Mrs. Cox’s murderer, organisations.
group’s ideology will open her
Thomas Mair, during his trial. The comments of Amber
to the charge that she is
If National Action used the
Rudd, described as Home
motivated by political
words in quotation from Mair, Secretary, serve only to
animosity rather than by its
then that would appear to be muddy the waters. When she alleged terrorist activities.
a ringing endorsement of
is exercising delegated
If Ms. Rudd is unaware of
Mair’s despicable crime.
legislative power, creating a these distinctions, she is not
However, if Mair used the
serious new criminal offence, fit to be Home Secretary.
words in imitation of National she should be very
Action, it would be Mair
circumspect in the words that ANDREW BRONS
endorsing National Action.
she uses. She spoke of
BRITISH DEMOCRATIC PARTY
Nevertheless, people who use National Action’s
the words: “Death to…
‘homophobia’ (fear of
(whoever)”, cannot complain sameness – whatever that
if they are accused of inciting might mean) and its ‘vile
murder.
ideology’ in the same
I regard National Action with sentence as its alleged
the deepest suspicion. They glorification of violence.
have not simply succeeded in
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